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ancI reached the following conclusion: That "'hile it is customary in
the computation of profits in this class of cases to make allowance for
expenses, yet the expenses so allowed must be expenses necessarily in-
curred in the unlawful venture, which would not have been incurred
but for engaging in such venture. When an unlawful business is carried
on in connection with the defendant's regular business, and the same
agencies are employed in doing that which is lawful and that. which is
unlawful, no rule of law of which I am aware requires any deduction for
expenses in estimating the profits of the unlawful business. In this
case defendant was a distilling company. It had a placeof business, a
license for doing business, traveling salp-srnen, etc. The proof does not
convince me that any additional expenses were incurred by the dClendant
in the manufiwture and sale of Benedictine, other than such as the mas-
ter has allowed. The manufacture of Benedictine was carried on in con-
nection with its ordinary business; by the usual number of employes.
The unlawful venture increased the gross profits without swelling the
gross expenses. FurthermorE', the wrongful act in question was com-
mitted knowingly, without a shadow of excuse.
Under the circumstances, I am compelled to agree with the master on

this and all other points covered by the report.

STROBRIDGE et al. v. L. H. SmTH Woom:x-WARE Co., Limited.

(Cirellit Gourt, D. PcnnsyilJ<lnift. May 11, 1891.)

PATENTS FOR
Reissued letters patent No. dated Marcb 27. 1877, g,'anted to Turner Stro-

bridge for a coffee-mill baving a detachable hopper and grinding shell formed in a
single piece, and suspended within the box by the upper part of the hopper or a
flange tbereon, are not iufringed by a coffee-mill having sueh a, h()pper and grind-
ing shell, kept in place witbin tbe box by a clamping mechanism, whereby the
flange of tbe bopper is pressed up against the under side of the top of the box. The
cases of St7'(!bl'idfJc v. Lilldsuy, :3 j)'ed. Rep. and Stlme v.LandeTs, 11 Fed.
Rep. 880, distinguished.

InEquity.
W. Bakewell & 80118, for complainants.
Wm. L. Pierce, for defendant.
Before ACHEsor; and HEED, JJ.

ACHESON, J. The bilI charges the· defendant with the infringement
of reissued letters patent Ko. 7,583, dated March 27, 1877, being a re-
issue, on application filed Murch 1, 1877, of original patent of February
2,1875, to Turner Strobridge, for an improvement in coffee-mills. Tho
speeification and drawings of the reissued patent describe and show a
coflee-ndll in which the hopper and grinding shell are formed in a single
piece, and suspended within the box by means of lugs formed upon the
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'opper margin of the hopper, and resting upon the upper surface of. the
top of the box. The specification also mentions "a projecting flange"
as an alternative means for effecting the suspension of the combined hop-
per and grinding shell. "The top, 0, of the box, is cut away, so that the
hopper may be suspended therein by means .of a projecting flange or lugs
on the hopper. * * * D represents the hopper or grinding shell,
provided with a flange or lugs, d, by which it is suspended in the box,
A." No other method of suspension is shown or suggested in the draw-
ings or specification, except that the patentee states that, to facilitate the
suspension of the hopper, he preferably bevels the opening in top, 0, to
<lorrespond with the curve of the hopper, which he provides with a se-
ries of projections for the purpose of taking hold upon the beveled edge
'Of the top, 0, to assist in preventing any movement of the hopper. The
plaintiffs insist that the defendant infringes the first four claims of the
patent, which are as follows:
"(1) A coffee or similar mill, haVing a dl"tachable hopper and grinding

shell formed in a single piece, and suspended within the box by the upper
part of the hopper or a flange thereon, SUbstantially as and for the purpose
specified. (2) In a coffee-mill, the combination, with the box and its top. of
a detachable hopper suspended within the box by its upper part, and a uridge
supported on the box, substantially as and for the purpose specified. (3) In
coffee and spice mills, the combination of the box, having a top, with the hop-
per suspended then-in, by mf>ans of a projecting flange or lugs, which rest
upon or take into the top, substantially as descriued. (4) The combination
of the box, having a top, with the hopper suspended therein, by means of a pro-
jecting flange or lugs. which rcst upon or take into the top, and a cover, SUb-
stantially as described. to
In the mill sold by the defendant, and here complained of, there is a

detachable hopper and grinding shell formed in a single piece, and sus-
pended or held in place within the box in the manner following: The
hopper near its upper edge has a flange which rests against the lower sur-
face of the wooden top of the box, and the bottom of the hopper is pro-
vided with a cross-bar or diametrical bridge having a central opening.
On the upper surface of the top of the box rests a cover or a bridge hav-
ing a corresponding central opening. Through these two openings passes
a hailow spindle or sleeve, having at its upper end a collar resting upon
a seat on the cover, or the bridge above the top, and at its lower end two
laterally projecting lugs. By the rotation of the spindle these lugs move
along two inclined faces on the under surface of the lower bridge, and
thus the two bearings are drawn together, and the wooden top a f the box
is firmly clamped between the annular flange of the cover or rim of the
bridge and the flange of the hopper.
Two defenses are set up: First, non-infringement; and, 8econdly, the

invalidity of the reissue by reason of its undue expansion. The reissue
was sustained by this court in Strobridge v. Lindsay, 2 Feel. Rep. 692,
and by Judge BJ,ATcHFORD in Strobridge v. Landers, 11 Fed. Rep. 880;
and the first claim held to be infringed by a mill which embodied the
substance of the invention, but in which the hopper was cast with a
flange projecting from its upper edge sufficiently to cover and form the
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top of the box, this structural change being adjudged formal and color-
able. Judge BI"ATCHFORD also passed on the objection "that the reissue
was not for the same invention as that described in the original, and
that t.he reissue cont.ains new matter not found, suggested, or described
in the original;" and he held that this defense was not tenable. In view,
then, of those decisions, we think the only question to be regarded as
here open arises upon the defense of non-infringement.
In considering this question, which involves the true scope of the

claims, we are first to consider the terms of the patent itself. Now, a
careful stndy of the specification and the illustrative drawings leads us
to the conviction that the only conception which the inventor had in his
mind was the suspension or support of the combined hopper and grind-
ing shell by the projecting flange or lugs resting upon the top of the box.
Certainly no other method of suspending the hopper is disclosed by the
patent. The words, "suspended within the box by the upper part of
the hopper or a flange thereon," indicate not simply the point of connec-
tion between the hopper and the top of the box, but the means or me-
chanical device by which the suspension is effected. The natural mean-
ing of the language (especially when read in connection with the specifi-
cation and drawings) is that the hopper is held up or sustained in plare
by its engagement with the upper side of the top of the box. But, if
this be the correct rendering, then is it plain that the defendant's coffee-
mill is not within any of the claims of the patent. Then, again, the
prior state of the art was such as to preclude any broad claim. Caster
Co. v. Spiegel, 133 U. S. 360, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 409. In the old and
very familiar elevated hopper-mill, the hopper and grinding shell were
formed in a single piece, with a flange at the bottom resting upon the
top of the box. It must be conceded, too, that all the other elements
of the combination were old in coffee and spice mills. Furthermore,
Strobridge was not the first to devise a coffee-mill with the hopper sus-
pended within the box. Such mills had already been in public use and
upon sale. Strobridge was no more than a mere improver of an old
mechanism, and therefore entitled only to his own specific form of de-
vice. Railway Co. v. Sayles, 97 U. S. 554; Duff v. Pump Co., 107 U.
S. 636, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 487.
Once more, the patented improvement does not relate to the operation

of the mill. It introduced no new method of grinding, nor did it add
to the efficiency of the grinding ruechanism previously in use. The im-
provement, indeed, was merely one in construction. Now, in our judg-
ment, the device embodied in the defendant's coffee-mill for suspending
or supporting .the hopppr within the box is not a mere colorable depart-
ure from the form of the Strobridge improvement, but the difference be-
tween the two devices is substantial. Our conclusion then is that the
charge of infringement is not sustained. Let a decree be drawn dismiss-
ing the bill, with costs.
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PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS-NOVELTy-CONSTRUCTION OF CLAIM.
Letters patent No. 259,068 granted June 6, 1882. to Theodore S. Wilkin, for an im-

provement in machInes for stretching saws, are void for want of novelty in the de-
vice therein described as a whole, and the claim cannot be limited to the convex or
crowned rolls used therein, which are nowhere mentioned in the claims or specifica-
tions, thongh shown in the drawings. "

In Equity.
W. G. Rainey, for complainant.
Peirce & Fisher, for defendant.

GRESHAM, J. Letters patent No. 259,068, for an "improvement in
machines for stretching saws," were granted to the complainant June 6,

and this suit was brought against the defendant for infringement.
The machine and its mode of operation are thus described in the speci-
fications:
"Saws of the class above named are usually hung. as shown, by strap, J,

and hook. K. on saw, L, in Fig. 2, on a line very near the cutting edge of tile
saw. Therefore, when strained ready for labor, the greatest strain comes on
a line with the hook, K, and strap, J, in Fig. 2, and very near the cutting
edge of the saw, and by this constant straining on the front or cutting-edge of
the saw the metal gradually yiehls to the strain, and soon becomes longer on
the edge than on the back of the saw. Consequently it becomes weak, and
in a short lime fails to perform the labor required of it. To obviate this, my
invention is particularly adapted, for by placing the back of the saw, L, as
shown in Fig. 2, between the rollers, B, W. (shown in Fig. 1,) and t.urning
the wheel, G, and by it the screw, f, the cross-head, C, is caused to slide OIl
the ways, e, e, and thereby compress the saw between tIle rollers, B, B'. The
mechanism is such that, by turning the crank-arm, h, the cog-wheel, i', and
the roller, B' , are revolved, the upper cog-wheel, i', coming in contact with
the lower cog-wheel, i, causing the shaft, d, and roller, 13, to revolve in an
opposite direction, whereby the saw, L, is caused to move in a direction with
the rollers, B, 13'. The saw being compressed while passing between the roll-
ers, B, 13', and keeping the pressure nearer the back than the cutting
edge, the saw is drawn out on ,the back, or stretched until the back be-
comes 10llgpr than the cutling edge of the saw. Therefore. when the saw
is strained for lauor in a sash or gate, the cutting-pdge receives a greater
tension than the back; thus enauling the saw to perform a greater amolmt of
and much better work. * 'I< 'I< A represents the frame, d, ri ' , two shafts,
upon which are tixed rollers, TI, B', and cog-wheels. i, i', and crank-arm, h.
Tile upper shaft, d ' , is mounted on cross-head, C, which is made to slide onways. e, e, by means of the wheel, G, and the screw. f, thus adjusting upper
roll, B'. ,The shatt, d, is mounted in frame, A, the cog-wheel, i, corning in
contact with the cog-wheel, i', so that when the shaft, d', is made to revol ve
by means of the crank-ann, h, or other suitable power, the lower shaft, d, is
made to revolve in an opposite direction from that of upper shaft. d'."
The single claim reads:
"The improved machine herein described and shown for stretching saws,

consisting essentially of the frame, A, the rolls, B, H', the gears and crank


